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News, Trends, And Short Takes
Libya Engages In Jamming War With

Western Satellite Services

British and U.S. diplomats have protested to the Libyan gov-
ernment after two international satellites were illegally jammed,
knocking dozens of TV and radio stations serving Britain and
Europe off the air and disrupting American diplomatic, mili-
tary, and FBI communications. The UK Foreign Office has con-
firmed that it raised the issue in talks between the British
embassy in Tripoli and the Libyan government.

The jamming started in September after the launch in London
of a small British and Arab -owned commercial radio station
broadcasting on human rights and freedom of speech issues to
Libya. Ten minutes after the station, initially known as Sout
Libya, went on the air a transponder carrying the station was
jammed for 50 minutes.

AIR Goes Digital

All India Radio (AIR) is all set to compete with private radio
networks with a digital set-up using state-of-the-art technology
to improve transmission quality. As a public service broadcast-
er, AIR has to churn out programs catering to the diverse and vast
populace of India. In its endeavor to reach out to the widest pos-
sible audience, AIR has set up a new broadcasting house with a
fully digital studio. So far AIR has largely been using analog
transmissions, leading to poor quality signals. It was also facing
problems of editing and maintaining records of data, resulting in
the processes becoming long and complicated.

AIR's radio programs are available to over 99 percent of the
population in India and in over 100 other countries via a vast
network of 337 transmitters at 215 stations spread across the
country. The main hub of activity is the Delhi station. Seven
radio channels originate from here for the listeners in and around
Delhi. Parts of these programs are relayed by other stations of
AIR as well.

New Look For The BBC's Main
International Websites
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A new look has been launched for the BBC's main interna-
tional websites aimed at meeting the needs of online users out-
side the UK. Users of the BBC's international radio sites asked
for audio on demand, opportunities to listen again to highlights,
and clearly displayed channel and program information. The
new international radio portal aims to deliver this, offering the
best from BBC World Service Radio, up-to-the-minute news
bulletins and a live stream of output. Links to the main BBC
channels are also provided. The international TV page provides
a guide to the BBC's international commercial TV channels
plus links to BBC TV in the UK. The BBC Weather page pro-
vides summaries, with users able to pick their own city for a
five-day forecast. The "languages" page displays the full range
available. The changes were launched after a BBC -wide
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"usability" project. It was endorsed by the BBC New Media
Board and funded by BBC World Service.
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Deutsche Welle Opens Multimedia
Info -terminal In India

DW (Deutsche Welle) has opened the first "DW-Punkt" in
India at Max Mueller Bhavan (Goethe-Institute) in New Delhi.
DW Director General Erik Bettermann inaugurated the facili-
ty in the presence of the Secretary General of the Goethe-
Institute, Dr. Hans -Georg Knopp and acting ambassador of
Germany in India. This is the second Goethe-Institute in Asia
to be equipped with a multimedia info terminal by DW after
Hanoi in Vietnam. It will give visitors to the Institute the chance
to use all the three media channels employed by Germany's
international broadcaster: DW-TV, DW-RADIO, and DW-
WORLD.DE. Information material on DW's journalistic ser-
vices will also be available to the public.

Swedish Radio Live On Cell Phones

Swedish Radio is putting its Internet services, including live
radio broadcasts, onto mobile phones. Swedish Radio now
makes its digital P3 Star channel available live over 3G tele-
phones, along with a downloadable version of the latest Swedish
newscast (also available on more advanced GSM phones) and
comedy sketches.

Mexican Clandestine Radio Insurgente
Now On The Web

Mexican clandestine Radio Insurgente, the official voice of
the Zapatista Army of National Liberation (EZLN), has opened
a website with detailed information about the station and audio
files of recent transmissions. The FM transmitters in the moun-
tainous region of Southeast Mexico carry programs in Spanish
and ethnic languages. The FM frequencies are given as follows:
High Zone of Chiapas 97.9 MHz; Border Forest 97.9 MHz;
Tzeltal Forest 100.1 and 89.3 MHz; North Zone 102.1 MHz; and
Zotz Zone 92.9 MHz. The weekly shortwave program is intend-
ed especially for Mexico and the Americas, but also for Europe,
Africa, Asia, and Australia. It's on the air every Friday at 2100
to 2200 UTC on 6.0 MHz. The programs are also available to
download from the website at www.radioinsurgente.org.

WorldSpace Satellite Radio Reaches
100,000 Subscribers

WorldSpace, Inc., which provides satellite -based digital
radio services in Asia and Africa, announced that it recently
passed 100,000 subscribers globally. During 2005, WorldSpace
successfully launched rollouts in nine cities in India, including
Mumbai, New Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Hyderabad, Kochi,
Pune, Ahmedabad, and Chandigarh. Launching in these cities
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